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Abstract— The study aim is to design and develop the Balinese cooking and language class as a tourism attraction of special interest in Bedulu, Gianyar Bali to create an atmosphere that is really close to Balinese culture, in turn will create a travel experience which is more experimental and memorable for the visitors. All Balinese ingredients will be introduced in Balinese language. The urgency of this study are as follows: (1) there is potential in Bedulu village as a tourism attraction that is unique and leads to special interest destination through some of the cultural heritage and beauty of nature, (2) the cooking class that has been presented needs to be developed further so that the visitors can obtained a travel experience which is more experimental and memorable through the participation of local communities, (3) the geographical location of Bedulu village which can be positioned as the area of special interest tourism destination of educational and cultural. This research method is Design and Development Research. This study is to design and develop systematically from the process of designing and developing the Balinese cooking by introducing several Balinese terminologies in cooking. The Balinese cooking class should be designed and developed by considering the hygiene and sanitation standards, health and benefit.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bedulu is located in tourism area of Tampak Siring-Paneklik-Trunyan that is well known, is around 45 minutes from Denpasar. ‘Pokraman’ Bedulu village is one of villages in sub district of Blahbatuh in Gianyar regency, Bali, is located at coordinate S. 8 31’ 46.6” E. 115 17’26.1” with the height above sea level 170 meters. The territory is spacious with the total population-823 head of family. It has three of Kahyangan temples dan other temples which reserve some of archeological heritage. The ‘Pokraman’ Bedulu village consists of 5 villages such as ‘banjar’ Margablingung, Tengah, Batulumbung, Lebah and Goa village.

The tourism in this village is based on the community that involves pilgrim, education, cultural and nature tourism. The educational and cultural tourism management in this village was handled homely. It needs more improvement to create the visitors experimental and memorable experience.

One of a tourism attraction of special interest is cooking class can be offered to attract the tourists to visit the tourism destination like Bedulu village. In several hotels and tourism destination has been designed and developed a special interest of tourism like cooking class with their various program.

Based on the beauty and fertility of nature of Bedulu village, this study aim is to design and develop a Balinese cooking class that will be penetrated by using Balinese language and will be wrapped in a lovely packaged.

II. THEORETICAL REVIEW

Cooking class initially became popular in some countries in Europe with its uniqueness. Several hotels and restaurants has organized this program to attract their visitors. Each organizer has different program how to make it more interesting and memorable. The activities like cooking or language class is part of training that organize by several institutions. The training usually presents with the language that could be understood by the participants who join it such as Balinese, Indonesian, English, or LOTE according to request.

Training has aim to develop new skills, knowledge or expertise in cooking (Patrick, 1992). He cited that “Training is the acquisition of skills, concepts or attitudes that result in improved performance in an on-job situation (Goldstein cited by patrick, 1992).” Based on that definition could be stated that cooking or Balinese class is to develop new skills, knowledge or expertise in Balinese cooking or language class.

The Balinese cooking and language class in this study is expected to maintain Bedulu village as the area of special interest tourism destination of educational and cultural. By learning the Balinese cooking in Balinese language will create an atmosphere that is really close to Balinese culture, in turn will create a travel experience which is more experimental and memorable for the visitors.

Special Interest Tourism (SIT) is one of tourism packages that is prepared with itinerary and price according to client’s request. In contrast with regular or sightseeing is prepared with trip program, interenary and rate that is determined and organized with certain time (Kesru, 2003).

Special interest tourism is defined as travelling with the primary motivation of practicing or enjoying a special interest.
This can include unusual hobbies, activities, themes or destinations, which tend to attract niche markets. (Tourism Essay, 2015).

Special interest tourism also can be defined as the specialized tourism that involved individual or group tours by those people who wishes to develop their given interests or visit sites and places that has a relation or connection with their specific interest or subject (Smith, et al, 2016).

Tourism attractions are all the things have a unique, convenience, and value in the form of diversity wealth of natural, cultural and man-made results that were targeted or tourist visits (Pieter, 2000). The second definition was stated that tourist attraction as everything interesting and worthed to be visited and viewed (Pendit, 1994).

Based on the definition above, it can be stated that tourism attraction of special interest is the tourism activities that have a relation or connection with the tourists’ specific interest or subject.

Topics related to the development of tourism attraction of special interest is not a new thing therefore, there are several similar studies that need to be considered in advance are as follows:

Astawa, 2011, carried out a study entitled ‘The Development of Community Based on Tourism at Bedulu. He pointed out that Bedulu has some potential tourism to develop, firstly environment potential such as a lovely ‘tukad’ Petam, the lush of Uma Telaga rice field, and has good accessibility. Bedulu has maintained the traditional and the uniqueness. The villagers have traditional life style, and several houses are connected by footpath that has function as a way to ease villager’s mobility. Secondly, cultural potential such as archeological museum which stores cultural objects (archeology) from several sites in Bali which consists of prehistory to the classical period (history) is derived from the period 2000 to 25000 years ago until century XIV - XV AD, and some old temples. Thirdly the Balinese cooking class by involving the villagers as instructors.

This program needs to be developed by giving the training from some experts to develop their skills in handling Balinese cooking by considering hygiene and sanitation, method and cooking preparation and how to use proper tool and utensil according to hotel standard. In contrast with this study that is to develop the Balinese cooking class by considering hygiene and sanitation, method and cooking preparation and how to use proper tool and utensil according to hotel standard. It is interesting that it will present by using Balinese language to present several terminoliges in cooking such as ingredients, spices and cooking methods and preparation.

Guterres, 2014 carried out a study entitled ‘The Development of Tourism Attraction Based on Community at Vatuou, Liquisa District, Timor Leste.’ This study was to develop the Vatuou coastal as a tourist attraction due to existing potential such as beach panorama with sunset, black sandy beaches and under–sea wealth and socio-cultural potential as hospitality of the people in the village of Vatuou, traditional activities, such as handcrafted, and rituals performed. In contrast with this study that focuses on the development of the Balinese cooking by using Balinese language in presenting it to visitors however, Indonesian, English and LOTE will be provided to help the visitors to understand it.

III. METHODS

This research method is Design and Development Research. It means to desain and develop systematically from the process of designing and developing the Balinese cooking with Balinese language and to evaluate the Balinese cooking class that has been designed and developed by considering the hygiene and sanitation standards, health, and benefit. To create an atmosphere that is really close to Balinese culture, then the cooking class will be presented in Balinese language (Richey and Klein, 2007). By presenting it in Balinese language will create a travel experience which is more experimental and memorable for the visitors.

According to Ellis and Levy (2010), there are six steps in D and D research can be adopted to design and develop the Balinese and language class are as follows: a) to identify the problem of Balinese cooking class that has organized by the community, b) to poin out the aim of developing Balinese and language class. It is to create a travel experience which is more experimental and memorable for the visitors,

• c) to design and develop the Balinese and language class, d) to evaluate the design and development by using FGD with experts, e) to revise the result from FGD with experts f) to communicate the result by publishing this study to international journal and conference.

The data analysis of the design and development of the Balinese cooking class pointed out descriptively.

IV. RESULT

The Balinese cooking class should be designed and developed by considering the hygiene and sanitation standards, health and benefit.

The visitors will learn how to make ‘jaje Bali’ and others Balinese authentic food, then they can enjoy it altogether after cooking. To create an atmosphere that is really close to Balinese culture, then the cooking class will be presented in Balinese language in accordance to create a travel experience which is more experimental and memorable for the visitors. The participants will learn several Balinese cooking terminologies such as ingredients, spices, cooking method and preparation. It is interesting that the participants will explore several ingredients and spices in the traditional market. When all of them couldn’t find in the organic green house or farm for some reason.

Several communities live as farmers that utilizing the fertility of Uma Telaga rice field. Based on this strength the communities can utilize the fertility to grow different kind of vegetable, spices and fruit, by considering health, the can create the organic green house or farm with organic for Balinese cooking class need.

This class emphasizes several activities are as follows: 1) experiencing shopping at a local Balinese morning market, 2)
trecking through Uma Telaga rice-paddies with amazing views and surroundings, 3) picking own vegetables and spices from the organic green house or farm. 4) trying own hand at cooking organic food without the use of electricity or gas, 5) learning from one of the best instructors or chefs in the village.

The Balinese cooking class plan is as follows:

a. Time table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. TIME TABLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Morning to afternoon class</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Afternoon to evening class:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Important note:** You can select to take a vegetarian or non-vegetarian cooking class. Language presentation is Balinese. Let’s discuss for special request on presentation (Indonesian, English or LOTE).

b. Location

Organic green house or farm / puri / guest house / homestay

c. Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. RATE COOKING CLASS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participants</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II showed rate of Balinese cooking class

d. Cooking Class Menu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III. COOKING CLASS MENU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vegetarian menu</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jukut are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plecing kankung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gado gado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pergedel jagung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kere temperahu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tambal tomat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sambal nyuh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bubur injin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-vegetarian</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jukut nangka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jukut urab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III showed about cooking class menu. This is a sample menu and may change depending on request

e. Cost Breakdown

Cost Breakdown is like following below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IV. COST BREAKDOWN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Food sales = 100% (sales) : 37 (percentase food cost) x food cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Adult**

Food Sales = 100% : 37 % x 157.000 = 424.324 (425.000)

**Kid**

Food Sales = 100% : 37 % x 120.000 = 324.324 (325.000)

Purchasing ingredients cost for adult 157.000/px and kid 120.000/px.

The selling price of food is based on the calculation is as follows:

- Food Cost 37%
- Employed 18%
- Heat, light and power 8%
- Overhead 32%
- Net Profit 5%
- Selling price 100%

f. Discussion

This discussion considered the comparison between previous study and this study.

In contrast with this study that emphasized on designing and developing cooking class by using Balinese language. The Balinese cooking and language class has been designed and developed by considering the hygiene and sanitation standards, health and benefit. The participants will walk and pick up the organic vegetables, spices and food as the ingredients. If there is no ingredient in the organic farm or green house, the participants will explore it in traditional market. To create an atmosphere that is really close to Balinese culture, then the cooking class will be presented in Balinese language in accordance to create a travel experience which is more experimental and memorable for the visitors.

Astawa, 2011, carried out the Balinese cooking with the following package:

**1st day**
1. Check in: at ’Ancak Saji Puri Bedulu.’
2. Dinner by the host.

**2nd day**
1. Breakfast, with ‘rindik, joged, legong keraton’ dance performances.
2. Lunch.
3. Visit carngaram at ‘Kori Agung Pura Pengastulan.’
4. Listen to some information at ‘Pura Jero Agung’ and ‘Pura Pengubengan.’
5. Visit sarcophagus.
6. Make ‘gerahah.’
7. Egg painting
8. Make the authentic Balinese food such as grilling satay, making ‘klepon.’
9. Visit the place of making the statue.
10. Balinese cultural class such as dancing, ‘mejejaitan and make ‘tipat.’
11. Visit cultural art ‘mebongbong,’ and traditional market.
12. Dinner at ‘Puri Ancak Saji.’

**3rd day: check out.**
V. CONCLUSION

It can be concluded that the Balinese cooking class should be organized well by offering various activities for cooking class. It is necessary to create an experimental and memorable experience to attract the domestic or international tourists to visit Bedulu village as a tourism attraction of special interest of educational and cultural.

Bedulu is located in tourism area of Tampak Siring-Panelokan-Trunyan that is well known, this is one of its strength that makes tourists easily to visit it. To attract more tourists to visit Bedulu as the area of special interest tourism destination of educational and cultural. It is really recommended that the government, several tourism institutions, tourism businesses and other institutions that are involved and concerned in tourism should make close and good cooperation to develop tourism in Bedulu. The recommendation can be considered is as follow:

a. The cooking class that has been organized already by the communities needs to be develop by offering the experimental and memorable experience in cooking class for the visitors, they can consider this study.

b. The communities who organized the cooking class need to improve their skill in cooking class such as the hygiene and sanitation, and health standard.

c. The communities who organized the cooking class should get the training from the experts to improve their skill in cooking method and preparation.

d. The instructors of the cooking class should have good language skill such as English and LOTE, in case the participants don’t understand Balinese or Indonesian during the class, the instructor will easily to clarify it.

e. There are several activities that can be created to promote Bedulu to attract the tourist visiting it such as Balinese authentic food festival or competation, cultural event festival or Exhibition.
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